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Art in Landscape Infrastructure
Friday, October 19, 2018: 10:30-12:00 noon

Public Art as part of public infrastructure enhances the user experience and educates
about the importance of infrastructure in community life. An artist, a public art director,
a parks commissioner, and a public utilities communications advisor will share
experiences with supporting integrated teams to accomplish public projects rich with
meaning.
Learning Objectives:
1. Understand how Percent for Art programs operate, including similarities and
differences in the process in Philadelphia and Seattle, and the importance of
community engagement and flexibility in a project.
2. Learn what an artist brings to an integrated design team, how to form teams, and the
ways that work (and don't) to successfully complete an artist-landscape architect
collaboration.
3. Learn how and when to select and engage an artist and the differences between
landscape architectural and public artist practices in terms of risk management,
proposals and contracts.
4. Consider ways in which landscape architects can help integrate artists as part of public
infrastructure projects in communities without well-developed public art programs.

Biographies
Panelists
Margot Berg
Public Art Director
City of Philadelphia Office of Arts, Culture and the Creative Economy
Email: Margot.Berg@phila.gov

Margot has served in her current capacity as Public Art Director since October 2006, overseeing the City’s Percent for Art
Program – commissioning new site-specific public art in City construction projects – as well as the Public Art Conservation
and Collection Management Programs. Margot has a BA in sociology from the University of Delaware, a Master’s Degree
in city planning from the University of Pennsylvania, and over twenty years of experience working in the public and
nonprofit sectors in community planning and arts administration, including sixteen years in public art administration. Her
preservation program was awarded a 2015, 2016 and 2018 Grand Jury Award of the Preservation Alliance of Greater
Philadelphia. She is the author of the 2015 A Guide to Public Art in Philadelphia.

Marieke Rack, ASLA
Communications Advisor,
Seattle Public Utilities, Community Affairs
Email: Marieke.Rack@seattle.gov

As a communications advisor to Seattle Public Utilities, Marieke guides community engagement and communications for
major drainage and wastewater projects and programs. Her current projects include engagement planning for a Vision
and Integrated System Plan ($5M) and a major combined sewer overflow storage tunnel ($570M). Her current program
work includes communication planning for an expansion of Seattle’s green stormwater infrastructure program. Marieke
has an MLA from the University of Oregon and has worked in design. She has specialized in public, private, and nonprofit community engagement for over 10 years.

Vaughn Bell
Artist
Seattle, Washington
Email: vaughn@vaughnbell.net

Vaughn is an artist whose work focuses on the complexities and paradoxes of human interactions with places, natural
forces and other species. Her diverse practice includes ecological artworks, public art, participatory artworks, public art
planning and writing, and teaching. Recent exhibitions have included installations across the United States and in
Brussels, Buenos Aires, and Paris. Vaughn recently completed a Public Art Master Plan for Seattle Public Utilities, a
work of community engagement, research and collaboration over a two-year period. Additionally, Vaughn has worked as
staff artist in the Seattle Department of Transportation on integrating public art into transportation infrastructure.

Moderator
Mark Focht, FASLA
Deputy Commissioner/Chief Operation Officer
New York City Parks and Recreation
Email: Mark.Focht@parks.nyc.gov

As Deputy Commissioner / Chief Operation Officer in New York City, Mark is responsible for maintenance and operations
of a 30,000 acre system comprised of over 1,900 properties. He previously served as First Deputy Commissioner for
Philadelphia Parks & Recreation with responsibility for operations, property management, ecosystem management and
security. While in Philadelphia, Mark collaborated with both Margot and Mami on public art as part of parks and green
infrastructure. Mark was appointed a University Fellow by Penn State, and received Alumni Achievement Awards from
the University of Massachusetts and Penn State. He served as the ASLA President in 2014.
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Art in Landscape Infrastructure
Landscape architects should engage artists to explain patterns and processes of the natural world
through public art. Art can highlight and explain the value of landscape infrastructure, creating more
demand for both. Asked what art can do for infrastructure, Stacy Levy, an environmental artist based
in Philadelphia, responded “art can build awareness of change; connect people to their surroundings;
celebrate nature; make places for people and the rain; address the curious mind; and create spaces
for people to actively participate in solutions.”
The EPA defines landscape infrastructure as “a cost-effective, resilient approach to managing wet
weather impacts that provides many community benefits.” Landscape infrastructure often strives to
mimic natural processes. Many times these interventions tend to be all function and no style.
When artists are involved, the processes they facilitate, and the results, can make landscape
infrastructure compelling, educational and apparent. Art can add elements, often times interactive,
that can make underground, invisible acts visible. Art can turn boring places into special places for
people as they experience air, water, and earth.
The artist’s work benefits both humans and nature. At a February 2018 forum at the New England
Foundation for the Arts the concept of ‘green artful infrastructure alternatives’ (GAIA) was discussed.
The ‘artful’ in GAIA, or any landscape infrastructure, cannot be an afterthought. Artists need to be
engaged on the team early in the process. Be bold and give artists ‘clout’ by making them the design
lead. Resist any inclination or suggestion to segregate the art. Do not place art on a pedestal or in a
niche. Let the artist figure out how to interact with the site. They will often connect science with the
place, persons and meaning.
This approach will result in places which are more functional, meaningful and beautiful.

Ellen Harvey and Jan Baracz You Are Here, 2013
Philadelphia International Airport, Terminal F Hub
Philadelphia, PA
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Philadelphia Public Art
Philadelphia is home to the largest and most renowned public art collection in the United States. One
reason for that distinction is our pioneering One Percent for Art Programs established in 1959 and
now standard practice in most, if not all, larger cities. The diversity and quality of Philadelphia’s
Percent for Art projects, located in civic spaces and urban infrastructure, is achieved through a
collaborative process engaging design professionals, City officials and the public, and reflects best
practices in the field. Examples of projects will illustrate the different ways that artists provide unique
visual interpretations and manifestations of site history, the natural environment, and community
values, and the process by which this is achieved.

Masayuki Nagase, River of Life, 2014
Venice Island Recreation Area
Philadelphia, PA
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Brent Wahl and Laynie Browne, Dawn Chorus
Viaduct Ball Park
Philadelphia, PA

Art at Seattle Public Utilities
Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) provides essential drinking water, drainage, wastewater, and solid waste
services to the public. These services utilize infrastructure throughout Seattle that is largely invisible
to the public. SPU’s leadership in landscape infrastructure is increasing as we make major
investments in communities to protect public health and the environment, and confront significant
political, economic, regulatory, and environmental challenges.
SPU relies on design and public art to convey compelling information about our work and provide
community benefits; we want both function and style. Seattle’s public art program is an integral part of
Seattle and SPU: “The City accepts a responsibility for expanding public experience with visual art.
Such art has enabled people in all societies better to understand their communities and individual
lives.” (Seattle Municipal Code, 20.32.010). Working together SPU, designers, and artists can make
infrastructure investments meaningful and visible.

Ted Jonsson, Chimera, 1975
Operations Control Center, Seattle Public Utilities
Seattle, WA

Horatio Law, South Park Vortex, 2012
Seattle, Washington
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Seattle Public Utilities Art Master Plan
Integrating public art into landscape infrastructure works best when it is guided by a vision and holistic
goals. For example, in the case of Seattle Public Utilities Drainage and Wastewater, Vaughn Bell
created a Public Art Master Plan. The Art Master Plan guides 1% for Art investments related to
Drainage and Wastewater’s work. The Plan was developed through a comprehensive, months-long
process of research and staff and stakeholder discussions.
The Art Master Plan facilitates the integration of public art into landscape infrastructure by defining
big-picture ideas such as “connecting to water” and “making the invisible visible.” It also places focus
on values of environmental justice and equity. It defines parameters for public art projects and serves
as a resource to artists and designers who are selected to work on specific infrastructure projects.
Likewise, the Art Master Plan is a tool for public engagement throughout the planning and design
process for a range of infrastructure projects that will unfold over a period of many years.
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Additional Resources
Interested in learning more about what was discussed today? Check out these great resources!

www.vaughnbell.net
https://www.vaughnbell.net/public-art-master-plan-for-seattle-public-utilities.html
www.creativephl.org/program/public-art-program/
www.associationforpublicart.org
http://www.muralart.org/
www.seattle.gov/util/AboutUs/SPUandtheCommunity/Public_Arts_Program
www.seattle.gov/Documents/Departments/Arts/Downloads/Arts-Plans/SDOTartplan2.pdf
http://www.seattle.gov/arts/programs/public-art
www.seattle.gov/arts/arts-in-parks-program
https://www.nycgovparks.org/art-map

https://www.philadelphiaredevelopmentauthority.org/percent-for-art
http://www.septa.org/art-in-transit/
https://www.phl.org/Arts/Pages/AboutArt.aspx
http://www.cosacosa.org/
http://philadelphiacontemporary.org/
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